When: November 7 - 9, 2008
Where: Kansas City, MO
Hosted by: K-State & UMKC
Registration: $35 for AIAS members
             $50 for Non-members

small city, BIG IDEAS
sustainable architecture - urban redevelopment - small, but good

The world around us is saturated with design. As the future designers of this world community we have the power to initiate change - change in all facets of style, use, conservation, and sustainability among others. Our creative ideas and solutions will be harnessed with the tools given to us by education, technology, and experience in order to implement this massive change for architects. We are the future of the profession, but also the life force of the present passion for change. Kansas City is a great example of this transition. A small metropolis that is easily looked over for larger centers, KC has the individuals, desire, and infrastructure to be a prominent leader in our design world.

This AIAS Quad conference participants will see first hand multiple scales of change in KC. Downtown revitalization efforts, large scale entertainment facilities, and museums will be showcased along side smaller, less well known great design projects of the area. In an architectural shadow for many years, KC is ready for the spotlight.

Kansas City, aka the City of Fountains, is renowned for its 18th & Vine jazz heritage, diversified cultures, and famous American style BBQ. With over 100 architectural firms registered with AIA-KC alone, the city is becoming an architectural, revitalization, and construction center for the United States.
SCHEDULE

Friday, November 7, 2008

1:00 - 3:30pm Check-in/Registration
Come early and visit the Nelson-Atkins Museum
4:00pm Doors open at Atkins Auditorium for Keynote presentation
4:30 - 6:30pm Greensburg, KS: The Rebuilding of a ‘Green’ Town
7:00 - 9:00pm First Fridays in the Crossroads District
Dinner on your own in the Croosroads!

Saturday, November 8, 2008

6:30 - 9:00am Breakfast down at Winstead’s (Hotel lobby has small cafe also)
9:00 - 11:00am Speakers/Workshops/Round-table Discussions
9-9:50am Session 1
HOK Workshop 1
Green Architecture?
Urban Redevelopment/Light Rail
10-10:50am Session 2
HOK Workshop 2
Art Shaping Architecture
Breaking Into The Field
12:00 - 2:00pm Firm Visits (see Tour descriptions)
2:00 - ~6:30pm Walking Tours (see Tour descriptions)
7:00pm Dinner/Night out on the Town

Sunday, November 9, 2008

6:30 - 9:00am Breakfast down at Winstead’s (Hotel lobby has small cafe also)
9:00 - 11:00am Optional Tours:
Site Tour: Nelson-Atkins & Bloch Building
Kemper Art Museum
Kansas City Art Institute
11:00am Check-out

REGISTRATION

Check-In / Conference Registration 1:00pm - 4:00pm at the Marriott Hotel on the Plaza

We need you to be there by 3pm at the latest though so you can sign in, check-in to your room, drop your stuff off, and then walk over to the Nelson-Atkins Museum and be there by 4pm when the doors open for the Greensburg, KS keynote presentation.

You have to register before the presentation to receive your admission ticket and other necessary tickets, maps, and passes.

You will receive a green reusable bag with all your contents in it including your quad t-shirt among other items. We are trying our best to be sustainable with this conference in all that we do!
LODGING

Marriott Hotel on the Plaza
4445 Main Street
Kansas City, MO 64111
816-531-3000 (call and ask for the AIAS rate or...)
Find the link to our special low rate of $99/night on our quad website at www.ksu.edu/aias

Reserve your room before OCTOBER 24th!!!
It’s only $50 for the whole weekend based on quad occupancy so find some friends and reserve it!
If you are having trouble finding roommates, email Jared (below)

The Kansas City Marriott Country Club Plaza puts you in the heart of Kansas City. The hotel overlooks the Country Club Plaza, the sophisticated center of Kansas City’s dining, shopping and cultural scene. Relax in an overstuffed chair in our lobby. Or in your guest room, which blends business-friendly features like high-speed Internet access with many other thoughtful amenities to provide an upscale, homelike feeling. Cafe Express is located on the lobby level of the hotel, offering Starbucks coffee, as well as pastries, sandwiches, and salads. A 24-hour fitness center and indoor lap pool provide convenient recreational options.

In addition to being located right next to the Plaza, the Marriott is just a 10 minute walk to a great niche of the city and a hot-spot in nightlife, which is the Westport area. It’s directly adjacent to the Kemper Art Museum, the Kansas City Art Institute Campus, and just a 5-minute walk to the Nelson-Atkins Museum and Bloch Building. As for transportation, there is a MAX bus stop right outside the lobby and parking available for $12 a day or limited street parking nearby.

TRANSPORTATION
MAX / Metro Transit Lines
FREE 3-day pass included with registration

If traveling by car, I’d tell you directions but you’re going to mapquest it anyway! But I will tell you that 71 south is much quicker than going through downtown if you’re in a hurry and get off on Emanuel Clever II (same as 47th) and then go to Main Street and go north to 45th, if not take Main Street straight down to 45th and see the sights til you get to the hotel.

If traveling by airplane, go into MCI airport. If you aren’t familiar with airline prices, Southwest is usually always cheapest here. There is the Super Shuttle that will take you to the hotel (just say Marriott Hotel at 45th street) If you go to supershuttle.com and put in the code E4CA9, it should give you $2 off your fee if you book your shuttle online.

Also, if you have a group flying into KC, call Jared and let me know and we’ll try to make arrangements for a bus to pick people up for free!

If you get lost, call Jared for directions.

Jared Sang - AIAS President @ K-State
314-803-1600
jaredsang@gmail.com
**GREENSBURG, KS: The Rebuilding of a ‘Green’ Town**

Keynote Presentation

Friday, November 7, 2008

Atkins Auditorium (within the Nelson-Atkins Museum)

- Admission included with registration (Bring your ticket you’ll receive at registration with you)
- Free admission to the public with reservation made through the Nelson-Atkins Museum for limited seating.

4:30 - 6:30pm  Doors open at 4pm.

**Greensburg, KS Resident:** Matthew Deighton

Telling the story of the town, the tornado, and the people’s decision to go ‘green’.

**BNIM Architects:** Stephen Hardy

Presenting the firm’s vision for the town including their masterplan of the town and there current projects in the town such as The Incubator, City Hall, the School, and the Big Well Museum.

**5.4.7. Art Center:** Jenny Kenne

KU Studio 804’s Design/Build project that received a LEED Platinum rating. Jenny is a former student who worked on the project and is now a professor at the University of Kansas.

**Greensburg Cubed:** Larry Bowne

Kansas State Professor of the Design/Build project (5th year studio & summer intersession class) that is educating the community about sustainable design.

**Greensburg Zero-Energy:** Gary Coates

Kansas State Professor of 5th year studio which is writing Greensburg’s building code and designing 5 prototype zero-energy residential houses to make into a catalog for the residents.

Each presenter will give a short presentation about what their part is/was in helping Greensburg rebuild. Afterward, there will be an open mic Q&A session for all 5 presenters fielding questions from the audience.

---

**FIRST FRIDAYS in the Crossroads**

Friday, November 7, 2008

7pm ~ 9pm

Maps will be provided with registration

3-day MAX pass will provide transportation to and from Crossroads (runs from 5am-1am, every 15m)

First Fridays is a cultural movement in Kansas City and other cities alike. This event occurs every first Friday of every month and it is located in the section of the city just south of interstate 70. Businesses of all types, retail, commercial, private, studios, firms, abandoned spaces, offices, restaurants, outdoor parking lots and sidewalks, and rehabbed spaces, open up their doors to over 5,000 people to showcase their artwork, products, cultural items, talents, music & entertainment, and food.

This is a wonderful event and a great chance to really experience a city in so many ways that a visitor often doesn’t get the chance to. There soda, beer, wine, and snacks provided at most of the spaces. (some ask for a small donation on you honor, some are for free)

During this night, UMKC (co-host of this quad conf.) has a space open to the public displaying work from their architecture and planning students. The space is located next to Helix Architecture at 1701 Walnut Street.
**Speaker Topics**

A variety of speaker presentations and workshops, with participation encouraged in all to get your ideas out there and voice your opinions. *(Stand up and be heard!)*

Sign-up now as they are on first come first serve basis and do have a limit on seating. Please choose one from each session. They will be located in the Marriott Hotel on the Plaza.

**SESSION 1  9 - 9:50am  Choose ONE.**

**HOK Model Building Workshop 1:**   Peter Friedrich, HOK Sport   Shop Director

A one of a kind workshop that will not only be informative on hand-built, computer rendered, and laser-cut models, but some hands-on activity will take place as well. Peter, who heads up the model making shop at HOK Sport in Kansas City, will be leading the sessions with some colleagues.

How models are actually used in the industry and HOK; How to use everyday materials and recyclables to make creative models to help you along with your design; and an expert’s advise on technique, strategy, practicing, and his process on how he does what he does so well. With a whole gamut of model types from conceptual/study models all the way to presentation models with examples of each to show, Peter will teach and demonstrate the very things that will help sell most of your future design projects to your future clients.

**Green Architecture??**   Brad Nies, BNIM   Elements Director

So what really is green architecture? What qualifies a project to be in that category? When will green design become, simply stated, good design once again? Is this LEED rating system working for us right now and are there other alternatives? We will present and discuss some new technology being used in the professions today and where to find other options. What does the organization of Emerging Green Builders and the USGBC really do for the professions and the environment and how do I join?

Brad Nies from the KC architecture firm of BNIM, a leader in the region with sustainable design, will talk about these issues with us and would love to hear what students' ideas and thoughts are on these topics today. Participation is welcome in this session.

**Urban Redevelopment & the Light Rail Initiative**   David Rezac, 360* Architects

Presenting how Kansas City as a whole is changing the direction of the tide and revitalizing downtown and slowing down the massive sprawl that has hurt the city, but has new life today. Talking about how the Kansas City Power & Light District will provide that vital buzz needed to bring people back and keep the ones that are there, there. Other projects such as the light rail proposal that will have been voted on by this time (Nov. 4th) will be discussed and how those ideas might help improve the quality of life and functionality of KC, but is having a very difficult time actually getting approved. Also, we'll talk about how KC got to have so many little niches in the city like the River Market, 18th & Vine, Westport, the Plaza area, the West & the East Bottoms, Overland Park, and so on. How is the Revitalization going in Kansas City and is it enough to keep people in downtown?
SESSION 2  10 - 10:50am  Choose ONE.

**HOK Model Building Workshop 2:**  Peter Friedrich, HOK Sport  Shop Director

A one of a kind workshop that will not only be informative on hand-built, computer rendered, and laser-cut models, but some hands-on activity will take place as well. Peter, who heads up the model making shop at HOK Sport in Kansas City, will be leading the sessions with some colleagues. How models are actually used in the industry and HOK; How to use everyday materials and recyclables to make creative models to help you along with your design; and an expert’s advise on technique, strategy, practicing, and his process on how he does what he does so well. With a whole gamut of model types from conceptual/study models all the way to presentation models with examples of each to show, Peter will teach and demonstrate the very things that will help sell most of your future design projects to your future clients.

**Art Shaping Architecture**  Josh Shelton, El Dorado, AtA  Principal Architect

How does art inspire us? How is it useful with design? Is architecture art? Vice versa for all those questions. What can we learn about function of design through the study of art, its forms, the emotions they evoke? All of those questions and more will be brought up and discussed and the relationship between the two forms of design will be brought out through this session. A few of the many great designers from around KC (architects and artists) will be leading the discussions with us. Josh and others will also discuss the up and coming organization Art through Architecture of Kansas City!

**Breaking Into The Field**  AIA-KC, YAF, EMP, etc  Panel of presenters

So do you know what to do when you graduate from college? “Yeah, yeah. I go ask for interviews and present my portfolio and resume and tell the firm why I want to be an architect.” Yes, but how do you really go about yourself in an interview. What do employers look for in a prospective employee… confidence, creativeness, dependability, leadership? We'll give you a few quick tips for a really conveying who you are.

“What if I don't want to work in a firm, what are my options? The economy isn't doing so well right now, where do I go if I can't find work? 2 years down the road; “Okay, I'm ready to take my test!” We'll try to answer most of those questions and tell you that you’re not alone when looking for a job and not knowing where to turn or what to do. We'll tell you what steps you need to take to get off on the right foot and begin taking the ARE exam and what that IDP thing is all about that you are required to do. We'll also let you know what some of the organizations do and how they can help you get to where you want to be. Come set your mind at ease and hear about the things you need to know that studio can’t teach you. Questions are welcome!
TOURS: Building Descriptions  --  Check out pictures on our website!!!

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art – Recognized as one of the finest general art museums in the country, the Nelson-Atkins is one of Kansas City’s most treasured landmarks. Offering an array of holdings, the museum is best known for its collections of Asian art and modern sculpture. On Sunday will include a architect led tour and insight to the landscape work and design done to the Bloch Building and Nelson by Gould Evans Architects. 4525 Oak Street. nelson-atkins.org hours are Friday 10am-9pm, Saturday 10am-5pm, and Sunday noon-5pm. Admission is Free.

Bloch Building at The Nelson – Atkins Museum of Art – Designed by Steven Holl along with the underground parking garage and connection to the Historic Nelson-Atkins Museum. Will be given a tour of the museum talking about the art and architecture by a BNIM architect who were the architects of record on the project with Holl’s office. 4525 Oak Street. nelson-atkins.org

Boulevard Brewing Company – An independent regional craft brewery is the 18th largest brewery in the USA! Boulevard is available in 13 midwest states. Their new $20 million building was designed by 360° Architects and you will be given a tour by the lead designer on that project. After the personalized tour, tastings will be offered to those over 21 years old. 2501 Southwest Boulevard. blvdbeer.com

Sprint Center - Opening in October 2007, this downtown arena was a design collaboration between HOK Sport+Venue+Event, Ellerbe Becket, 360° Architecture, and Rafael Architects. Hosting nearly 100 events in the first year of operation, the night-time spectacle has quickly become one of the regions premier venues. A few tours will be led by an HOK Sport Architect sprintcenter.com

The College Basketball Experience - Connected is the National College Basketball Hall of Fame and the College Basketball Experience designed by Helix. You don’t have to like basketball to experience the incredible architecture of the space! collegebasketballexperience.com

Downtown Central Public Library – Formerly the First National Bank Building, the neoclassical structure has been restored to display the elegance of its 1906 interiors as well as function as the downtown branch of The Kansas City Public Library system. 14 W. 10th Street. kclibrary.org

Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts – Moshe Safdie’s design of the new PAC is sure to transform the skyline of Kansas City upon completion in 2010. Currently under construction, the PAC will incorporate the very latest in architectural acoustic technology. See a wonderful 1:10 scale model, hear about the ideas behind the project, and take a hard-hat tour of the site with architects. Hard soled shoes are required, (just nothing less than a tennis shoe.) Dress appropriately for the weather. 1601 Broadway Boulevard. kauffmancenter.org

Community Christian Church – Built in 1940, this Frank Lloyd Wright designed church can be seen from blocks away by way of its iconic light steeple. The luminous steeple was part of Wright’s 1940 design, but was not realized until 1994. 4601 Main Street. community-christian.org

Zahner Metals – Zahner has provided specialized metal fabrication from its location in Kansas City, Missouri for over 100 years. There inventive role in detailing cutting edge buildings and sculpture, have made them one of the most sought after metal manufactures in the United States. They work closely with famous architects like Frank Gehry, Herzog and de Meuron, and Antoine Predock. Get a tour of their firm and see fabrication software and machines of some of the coolest metal fabricating out there today. 1400 E. 9th Street. azahner.com
TOURS: Building Descriptions, continued

West Side Neighborhood – A very special side of Kansas City was naturally preserved by the highway I-35 “disecting” a portion of the west bluff of Downtown KC. Beautiful historic planning is shown as businesses dot the corners of streets, and the residential fills the gaps in-between. Several local artists and musicians live in this neighborhood, as a mixture of old preserved porch houses are being complemented with very contrasting modern houses. A fantastic restaurant called “Blue Bird Cafe” serves only local organic dishes; a must to visit and get a taste of this unique neighborhood. You might come across a fence filled with colorful glass bottles, crazy houses with reflective cladding, and even Kansas City’s first park: Andrew Drips Park.

Union Station – When built in 1914, Kansas City’s Union Station was the second largest in the nation. Renovations have now made it a top tourist destination with shopping and dining, and the creation of Science City (360°), an interactive education gallery. Renovated by HNTB and BNIM architects. unionstation.org

Ellerbe Becket – Ellerbe Becket is one of the most respected architecture, interiors, engineering and construction firms in the world. With a nearly 100-year legacy, the firm has an amazing ability to stay ahead of the ever-changing marketplace. You will watch a presentation on the firm, enjoy food and network with the architects there, and then be given a tour of there firm next to the Crown Center. ellerbebecket.com

Crown Center – Surrounding the worldwide headquarters of Hallmark Cards, Crown Center offers a great range of shopping and dining, along with its famed ice skating pavilion. crowncenter.com

Kansas City Power & Light District – Newly constructed, the P&L revitalized areas of Kansas City’s downtown, creating a premium entertainment and nightlife destination. A great concept like those of Baton Rouge and Atlantic City done by the Cordish Group. This is the life of Kansas City days and nights since the redevelopment! powerandlightdistrict.com

KC Live! – Located in the heart of the Kansas City Power & Light District, KC Live is an extraordinary open-air venue unlike any other in the midwest area. Providing a unique variation to the downtown skyline, its canopy provides over-head protection as well as an out-door link between some of Kansas City’s finest night-time bars and restaurants. 1400 Walnut Street. powerandlightdistrict.com

The River Market – The historical buildings and friendly surroundings make The River Market a great place to dine at some of Kansas City’s best restaurants and bars, experience the region’s largest Farmer’s Market and listen to great live music. kansascityrivermarket.com

The Midland Theater – This grand theatre was built in 1927 but beautifully renovated by the KC firm Helix. It played host to artists such as Faith Hill, Bob Dylan, Jerry Seinfeld, R Kelly, and James Taylor before and with its reopening this month, will be hosting Alanis Morissette, George Lopez, Al Green, an Wynonna. It was also the first theatre to have air conditioning! It’s imaculate detail and style is a marvel and with a new bar called Indie on Main next door, this has become a hot spot in KC once again. This tour will be led by Helix architects. midlandkc.com

Bartle Hall Convention Center: Grand Ballroom – Recently annexed to the existing portions of Bartle Hall Exhibition Center, the Grand Ballroom received LEED accreditation. 1600 Wyandotte Street. kcconvention.com
**TOURS: Building Descriptions: continued**

**Liberty Memorial & WWI Memorial** – Dedicated in 1926, this is the world’s largest, and America’s only memorial committed to the memory of the fallen solders of WWI. The complex includes the 217 foot Liberty Memorial, the Great Frieze depicting the timeline of the war, and the recently restored and expanded National WWI Museum. The memorial restoration and museum design, by ASAI Architecture, is the recipient of a 2008 AIA Honor Award. You’ll get to go up into the tower during the tour and see the wonderful KC Skyline from high above the city.  100 W. 26th street. theworldwar.org

**Westport** – Once a vital trading post for the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails, Westport is now one of Kansas City’s busiest restaurant and nightlife districts. Located just north of the Country Club Plaza, Westport still retains many of its historic characteristics. westportkc.com

**Charles Evans Whittaker U.S. Courthouse** – This crescent shaped building caps the North end of the civic mall on the eastside of downtown. The 10-story building features a central glass-lined rotunda lobby and vertical windows that provide a spectacular view of the Missouri River to the North. Designed by Ellerbe Beckett. 400 E. 9th Street.

**Epperson House** – This Tudor manor-style mansion was built in 1927. It was later purchased by the University of Missouri – Kansas City and is now the home to the Department of Architecture, Urban Planning + Design. Its renovation is being headed up by Helix. You will see the unique atmosphere where UMKC architecture students work in their studios and have 24-hr access. 5200 Cherry Street. cas.umkc.edu/aupd

**Kansas City Design Center (KCDC)** – Since 1992, the KCDC has been a nationally-recognized partnership between the architecture and planning programs at the University of Kansas and Kansas State University, professional designers, and local civic leaders of Kansas City. From their location in downtown Kansas City, the program utilizes undergraduate and graduate professional education in order to provide community-wide public service activities. Hear and see the projects that 2 great schools can come up with for real life problems. 1018 Baltimore Avenue. kcdesigncenter.org

**Kansas City Sculpture Park** at The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art – includes many Henry Moore Sculptures and the famous shuttle cock sculptures in the lawn.

**Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art** – This privately owned museum of contemporary art is located on the campus of the Kansas City Art Institute, and just east of our hotel. An interior sculpture courtyard is home to Café Sebastienne, perfect for a mid-day snack. 4420 Warwick Boulevard. kemperart.org hours are Friday-Saturday 10am-9pm, Sunday 11am-5pm. Admission is Free.

**The Country Club Plaza** – Home to over 120 shops and restaurants, the 14-block plaza is one of Kansas City premier shopping and entertainment districts. The Plaza’s architecture was inspired by that of Seville, Span, and contains a variety of Kansas City’s iconic fountains. countryclubplaza.com

**Kansas City Star Press Pavilion** – As the location of press for the newspaper giant, the Press Pavilion creates a high contrast with surrounding buildings. The two block structure consists of copper panels and tented glass. 1601 McGee Street

**H&R Block World Headquarters Building** - Built in 2006 again by 360* Architecture, this building provides a unique curvature to the KC skyline with its oval shape and green tinted glass. It has a beautiful lobby which is open to the public and the tours will stop in and see. 1601 McGee Street
**FIRMS**

**HOK Sport+Venue+Event** – As the world’s leading sports architecture firm, HOK Sport’s tradition of innovation has transformed the way people have experienced sporting events for nearly 25 years. With offices in three different continents, HOK Sport’s World Headquarters are located in the Kansas City river market. 300 Wyandotte Street. hoksve.com

**Zahner Metals** – Zahner has provided specialized metal fabrication from its location in Kansas City, Missouri for over 100 years. Their inventive role in detailing cutting edge buildings and sculpture, have made them one of the most sought after metal manufactures in the United States while working with famous architects such as Frank Gehry, Herzog and de Meuron (de Young Museum), and Antoine Predock. 1400 E. 9th Street. azahner.com

**360° Architecture** – With five offices around the country, 360° believes in designs that enhance the well being of people, organizations, community, and the environment. 300 W. 22nd Street. 360architects.com

**Helix Architecture + Design** – As one of the finest small firms in the Midwest, Helix believes in designing spaces that create compelling human connections. 1629 Walnut Street. helixkc.com

**BNIM Architects** – Since 1970, BNIM has been a Kansas City leader in design excellence and community involvement. With offices in KC and Houston, the firm has continually been on the forefront of sustainability in architectural planning and design. 106 W. 14th Street. bnim.com

**Gould Evans** – Located in Westport, Gould Evans’ Kansas City location is one of six throughout the country. The firm specializes in a collection of design disciplines, ranging from architecture and large scale urban planning to graphic design. 4041 Mill Street. gouldevans.com

**LaTona Architects** – Vince LaTona has practiced environmental architecture since the 1970’s and has been a staunch supporter for many years. He has done numerous projects that demonstrate his belief in that nature should come first and design second. Now he is a professor of Environmental Systems at UMKC and has owned his own firm for over 25 years.
OTHER EVENTS

Crown Center Ice Skating – In the beautiful Crown Center, Kansas City has one of its great places to go ice skating which opens up its ice rink on Friday, November 7th! Open on Friday and Saturday nights until 11:00pm, skating costs $6.00 and skate rental $3.00. There’s also plenty of shopping and dining to stay busy! Great thing for people of all ages to enjoy on both nights. There’s also a MAX stop right in the heart of the center. Call 816-274-8411 for information. Located at 2450 Grand Blvd.

McFadden’s – For Saturday night, we are planning on reserving a few tables for 30+ people at one of KC Live’s hottest, most popular, and affordable bars. Access to 6+ bars and the covered outdoor courtyard. For a minimum spending limit on food and drink of $10, you can hang out and have a guaranteed spot in the house of the hottest place to be in all of KC! Please sign-up at the registration table on Friday if you are interested in this venue or email Jared with the number planning on attending at jaredsang@gmail.com.

Beaux Art Ball -- Saturday, Nov. 8th, from 9pm-1am, we are planning on reserving the loft at Club Seven in downtown KC! This is truly a unique place with food, drinks, a live DJ, and dancing in a hip city club. This is available for people of all ages, but everyone will be carded at the door and given their respective wristbands. We are currently working on a theme for this event, feel free to email me with ideas and interested people. There will be a sign-up sheet also for this at registration and will cost between $2-$5. Please check out more info at seven-kc.com!

No worries for those people who don’t know where to go or what to do. In our program we will have names and photos of people who will meet at different places at certain times and will travel to different hot spots around the city. You are free to come and go as you please, we are just providing you people to hang out with so no one is left behind and/or alone in an unfamiliar city. We are here to make sure everyone has a fantastic time while visiting Kansas City!

Questions???
Jared Sang - AIAS President @ K-State
314-803-1600
jaredsang@gmail.com

Check out our pictures, tour groupings, and more facts online!!

www.ksu.edu/aias

We look forward to having a great time with you guys in Kansas City!!